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Introduction
!

This is not a presentation about
commercial products
– it examines some different kinds of voice
search
– it asks whether different approaches can be
combined
– and presents results of small scale tests
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What do we mean by Voice
Search?
!

Is it:
– Searching voice recordings using text input?
• Audio mining, speech analytics, word spotting, topic
spotting

!

Or is it:
– Searching text using speech?

!

If so, is it:
– Searching specific databases containing text items?

!

Or is it:
– Converting the speech to text with automatic dictation
technology and proceding as with an internet search
engine.

“Open” and “Closed” Search?
– Searching specific databases containing text
items
vs.
– Converting the speech to text with automatic
dictation-style technology and using a search
engine
!

Was I the first person to call these approaches
“Closed” and “Open”?

If so, it was a big mistake!
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“Open” and “Closed”
sound like value judgements
"
"

"
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It seems as though:
“Open” = Better while

Closed
Limited
Captive

“Closed” = Worse

Let’s look again at “open” and
“closed”

!

Open search was pioneered by vlingo

– It’s a remarkable technical achievement
– It’s the best thing to do if you want a spoken equivalent of an
Internet text search
• where all kinds of inquiries are handled by the same service
!

Open search is not the best way of supporting
specific kinds of inquiries:
– Destination addresses
– Music items, etc.

!

Using knowledge of the kind of information being sought
makes for better accuracy with less computation.
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Both kinds of search have their
strengths
Novauris “closed” voice search identifies:

!

– music items from a catalog of 1.24 million items,
– names and addresses from a set of 245 million items.
– Doubtful whether “open” search could ever do those things.

Novauris “closed” voice search works on mobile
platforms,
e.g. on smartphones

!

– Can recognize in a few seconds any basic US street address
spoken as a single utterance.
– No examples yet of “open” search on such devices
!

So both approaches have their strengths.

!

We should rename “closed” search as …

focused search "

The “Natural Language” Fallacy
Many people – especially speech
applications developers – imagine that
callers to voice search services will use
convoluted forms
! They don’t!
! Experience shows that even
unsophisticated users adopt disciplined,
terse forms of input
! So free input isn’t helpful for services
whose purpose is well defined (e.g. music
selection)
!
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Can we combine the strengths of
the two kinds of voice search?
!

Yap Inc have technology for automatic
transcription of free speech input over the
telephone network
– Including alternative interpretations
– Primarily developed for message transcription
– But suitable for open voice search

!

Novauris and Yap wondered whether our
technology and theirs could be combined to
provide a
hybrid search capability

!

Medio Systems undertook to provide test inputs
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Combining Novauris Search
Grammars

!

Novauris first combined grammars, e.g.:
– U.S. Addresses
– Recording artists
– Common Text searches
– “Generic” and “common” POIs
– Weather in cities

!

Running the grammars in parallel gave
much smaller hits in speed and accuracy
than expected

The combination method for hybrid
open/focused search
$
%
Send the speech input in parallel to:
– a server running Novauris NovaSearch®
– a server running Yap’s search

&%
Compare the confidences returned with
the various matches
– and use them to interleave the matches
Focused Search
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Search Result

NovaSearch
Mediator

Yap
Server
Open Search
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!

How good are the confidences at
ordering Yap and Novauris
matches?

Not perfect!

– Above the line, we present the Novauris result first;
– Below it, the Yap result first

Examples of test inputs from
Medio

!

Examples not in the Novauris grammars
(73):
– recipe for banana bread
– Mariners versus Rangers game today
– Ride of the Ducks Tour in Seattle Washington
– Sea Hawks schedule 2008

!

Examples fitting the Novauris grammars
(80):
– Mariah Carey
– 701 Pike Street Seattle Washington
– Starbucks in Seattle Washington
– facebook dot com
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Novauris & Yap results: alone &
combined
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!

Yap output was manually scored (to allow e.g. minor insertions to be
ignored)

!

This test set happened to favor open search (48% “o-o-g” items)
Yap2 performs better than Yap1 alone, but less well combined w.
Novauris
The combination outperforms either alone

!

!

If inputs to the search are focused,
the search process should be
focused
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!

Yap "phonetic"

Novauris

Music item test
– Not surprisingly, open search with not even LM training on the
task does badly (Yap “raw”)
– Yap “phonetic” takes the words returned from the Yap search,
converts them to a phonetic representation and forces a
match against the list of music items.
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Conclusions
Open search is best for some applications
! Focussed search is best for other
applications
! There appears to be potential for
combining the two approaches
!

Thanks to Yap and Medio for their help.
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